EUROPEAN CITIES AT THE FOREFRONT OF CLIMATE ACTION
Enhanced mitigation
for urban actors

MITIGATION

ADAPTATION

such as:

such as:

Insulation of buildings
Window replacement
Use of renewable energies
Eﬃcent energy systems

Facade Greening
Roof Greening
Surface Desealing
Albedo Change

SYNERGIES
output-oriented

process-oriented

IMPLEMENTATION AT LOCAL GOVERNMENT LEVEL
TARGETS

Tailored financial
resources for cities

LAW

INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
AND AGENCY FINANCE

CLIMATE FUNDS
The Green Climate Fund has over US$10
billion to invest in the developing world

Worth US$34 billion
globally in 2015

Require approval from the national
government in the applications process

12% of global GHG emissions
are covered through a range
of trading schemes

CITY GOVERNMENT-BACKED
FUNDS

GREEN BONDS
Funding for large infrastructure
programs over the medium
to long term

Eﬀective for attracting other ﬁnancing
sources for private sector projects
Funding can be directed towards
cities’ own priorities

Returns similar to traditional bonds

Formally putting cities
on the agenda

EQUITY CAPITAL
Institutional investors alone manage
US$71 trillion of assets in the OECD
Encourages further private sector
funding as debt or equity
Venture capital willing to invest
in new or unproven markets and technologies

PARIS CLIMATE AGREEMENT

196

COUNTRIES

For the ﬁrst ever the Agreement
deﬁns climate loss and damage
terms but lialility and compensation
are not mentioned

Non-repayable grants
Financial instruments and funding
available for Project Development
Assistance (PDA) and Technical
Assistance (TA)
Advisory services for
some speciﬁc EU funding
instruments

Provides low-risk exposure to
emerging markets

EMISSIONS TRADING SCHEMES

Every 5 years countries
shall revise their emissions
reduction targets and measures

EU FUNDS AND FINANCIAL
INSTRUMENTS

Export Credit Agencies can support
through direct loans, interest rate
support or export credit insurances

WHAT’S AVAILABLE
FOR CLIMATE FINANCING

Rich countries will provide
minimum of $100 billion
to developing ones for climate
change adaptation by 2020

STAKEHOLDERS

Historical document that legally binds the whole
World to participate in climate change ﬁght.

Adopted the Agreement

Finance

Ambitious

oﬃcially recognizing human
inﬂuence on climate

Goal

Holding the increase
in the global average
temperature well below

Will come into force
by 2020

Climate neutrality
2050

Cities played a strong role in
crafting the Paris Climate
Agreement and have proven
to be leaders in the eﬀort
to address climate change Role of climate change
governance in cities

Pursue eﬀorts to limit
the temperature
increase to

The balance between emissions
and sinks should be reached in
the second half of XXI century

The Agreement urges to speed up
clean tech development and international technology transfer

2 C

Climate damage

If signed by 55 countries
covering 55% of global
emissions

Clean technologies

1.5 C

The Agreement binds saving and
increasing forest area in order to
capture GHGs from the atmosphere
Role of forests

